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A message from Premier Doug Ford
I’m delighted to welcome everyone taking part in 
Water Innovation in Action and World Water-Tech 
North America, co-hosted by Rethink Events and 
Water Technology Acceleration Project (WaterTAP).

As part of Ontario Water Innovation Week, these 
two conferences offer important opportunities 
for water technology entrepreneurs, utilities 
and investors to network, share knowledge and 
collaborate on new strategies and solutions for a 
prosperous and sustainable water sector.

One of our government’s top priorities is to open 
Ontario for business and help create good jobs. 

I want to say thanks to the people at WaterTAP 
and Rethink Events for contributing to this 

priority by organizing these conferences and 
championing Ontario’s advanced water facilities 
and technologies.

I hope everyone has a productive  
and informative conference.

Doug Ford, Premier of Ontario

CO-HOSTED BY

Rethink events are created by experts in cleantech and renewable energy to address the issues most crucial to 
investors and developers in these sectors. Through extensive research, Rethink creates hard-hitting agendas, 
rich in content, and featuring the industry’s most influential figures. Interactive debate and extensive networking 
opportunities encourage the sharing of ideas and information, and the formation of new business relationships.

WaterTAP exists to champion and support Ontario’s status as a world water technology hub. It brings private 
sector experience to the challenge of helping water technology entrepreneurs, utilities and investors make the 
connections and find the resources they need to keep the region’s water sector prospering. Spurred by a thriving 
manufacturing base, growing population, a tech-friendly legislative framework—and the ever-present private and 
public sector need to manage smarter and leaner—Ontario has become a world-class water technology centre.

MEET THE RETHINK TEAM

Peter Barden

Conference Producer

Lesley McKenna

Conference Producer

Rachel Myall

Business Development 

Manager

Agnieszka 
Kuzma 

Events Assistant

PLATINUM PARTNER

AquaHacking has ‘hacked’ the traditional hackathon and designed an original tech challenge to engage young 
innovators to develop water-tech solutions to help solve North America’s freshwater issues. Since 2015, AquaHacking 
has engaged 700+ young innovators to tackle 15 fresh water issues facing the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River. 
From that, 15 water-tech start-ups have been established and continue to grow and flourish. Key elements for success 
include: a multi-sector advisory committee of experts; water challenges defined by water experts and end-users; 
demand-driven and implementable solutions; mentors and coaches from various fields of expertise; 21st century 
skills-building for the young water-tech innovators; and secured spots in incubators for winning teams.

GOLD PARTNERS

Arcadis is the leading global design and consultancy firm for natural and built assets. It helps organizations to 
navigate complex issues such as climate change and rising sea levels, rapid urbanization and pressure on natural 
resources. Its global operations, diverse experience and innovative outlook bring unique solutions, creating value 
through assets that work in harmony with their surroundings. Experience protecting the Dutch coast for generations 
is applied to securing New York’s flood defenses today. With more than 27,000 people in 70 different countries, its 
deep market sector insights and collective design, consultancy, engineering, project and management expertise 
provide the right answers now and in the future.

Innovyze is a leading global provider of wet infrastructure business analytics software solutions designed to meet 
the technological needs of water and wastewater utilities, government agencies, and engineering organizations 
worldwide. Its clients include most of the largest UK, Australasian, East Asian and North American cities, foremost 
utilities on all five continents, and ENR top-rated design firms. With unparalleled expertise and offices in North 
America, Europe, and Asia Pacific, the Innovyze connected portfolio of best-in-class product lines empowers 
thousands of engineers to competitively plan, manage, design, protect, operate and sustain highly efficient and 
reliable infrastructure systems, and provides an enduring platform for customer success.

SciCorp International is an environmental solutions company with a proprietary formulation for the reduction 
of sludge and odors in wastewater operations, the elimination of odor in various solid waste facilities, and the 
acceleration of biogas productivity in digestors and other waste to energy systems. The company is led by a team 
of accomplished environmental engineers, providing alternative and powerful waste management and energy 
solutions. These solutions have proven to be far more effective than traditional and competing applications while 
drastically reducing the carbon footprint of its users and enhancing the environment they operate in. 

Tetra Tech helps provide access to safe, abundant water supplies; effective treatment of stormwater and 
wastewater; flood control and restoration tools; and innovative watershed protection approaches to assess,  
protect, and restore our water bodies. Its potable water services help protect public health and improve quality of 
life. Tetra Tech is involved in all phases of the water cycle, combining state-of-the-art techniques and demonstrated  
best practices. For the past 15 years, ENR has ranked Tetra Tech #1 in Water. Tetra Tech provides innovative, 
sustainable solutions for every phase of the water cycle, from source water protection to wastewater reuse.

NETWORKING DRINKS RECEPTION HOST

COLE provides consulting services in planning, engineering and P3 in the water, transportation, urban 
development and environmental sectors. With offices across southern Ontario, COLE is one of the largest 
independent consulting engineering firms in the province. COLE looks at everything it does through the eyes  
of its clients. The employees reflect the diversity, skills and work ethic of the communities in which they live.  
Its vision, mission and core values are the foundation of its client-centric approach.

GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES PARTNER

The Canadian Trade Commissioner Service (TCS) helps companies navigate the complexities of international 
markets and make better business decisions. The TCS is on the ground in more than 160 cities worldwide. It gains 
market intelligence, uncovers opportunities for Canadian companies and helps reduce business costs and risks. 
The TCS is a free service of the Government of Canada, helping companies to prepare for international markets, 
assess market potential, find qualified contacts and resolve business problems.

Join us on  
social media

Twitter
@WorldWaterTech #WorldWaterTech

LinkedIn
World Water-Tech

1:1 MEETINGS
Maximize your networking potential at the summit.
The essential tool to manage meetings with your most important contacts and 
form new business partnerships at the summit. Log in to view profiles of other 
delegates, send messages and arrange to meet at the designated meeting tables.

meetings.worldwatertechnorthamerica.com

If you require assistance arranging 1:1 meetings, 
visit the Registration Desk at Reception.

WELCOME TO WORLD 
WATER-TECH NORTH AMERICA
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SILVER PARTNERS 

Hach: rising energy costs, changing regulations, and quality of water analytics are problems that continue 
to intensify at water utility plants today. Without a clear picture, plants face uncertainty about efficiency and 
compliance as complexity of their operations increase. A complete water technology solution provides time 
savings, cost reductions, and peace of mind. Claros™, the Water Intelligence System from Hach®, addresses  
three critical areas: instrument management, data management and process management – harnessing  
essential information to digitalize and transform water operations.

The Klir platform is a suite of cloud-based compliance software solutions that offer an easier and more effective 
way to manage regulatory compliance data so that water utilities can better quantify and mitigate true risks to 
the environment and human health, and ultimately make water safer and quicker. Klir captures all regulatory and 
compliance data together into one platform – a single source of truth that provides accurate data across the 
entire organisation, which end-users can trust and act on. Integrated regulatory compliance data management, 
analysis and sharing supports better decision-making for a maximized and sustainable management of a utility’s 
assets and resources. 

RedEye was founded in Brisbane, Australia in 2012 and its purpose is to reinvent the way people work by 
offering digital engineering solutions for companies that own and operate critical infrastructure. RedEye’s cloud and 
mobile-based solutions offer a unique client experience and are purpose built to reduce operating cost and risk, 
while improving safety, productivity and performance. In January 2017, RedEye established its US headquarters 
and commenced work with Southern Nevada Water Authority/Las Vegas Valley Water District. 

SUMMIT AGENDA

Kicking off the summit with North America’s most 
prestigious water industry networking event!

Ontario Water Innovation Week Opening PartyTUESDAY OCTOBER 23, 2018

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 24,  2018DAY ONE

08:55   Welcome Remarks

  Peter Barden, Conference Producer, RETHINK EVENTS

  Peter Gallant, President & CEO, WATERTAP

09:00   Keynote Address

Diane D’Arras
President

INTERNATIONAL WATER 
ASSOCIATION

09:15  Fostering Innovation: Accelerating Adoption and Reducing Risk for Utilities 

  • How are forward-thinking utilities developing innovation programs to evaluate and pilot new technologies?   
  What’s the key to their success? 

 • Business model innovation is as important as the technology itself – how can we bridge the gap between a   
  utility’s need and what technology companies are offering? 

 • Should utilities be sharing learning and data to better facilitate innovation and projects? 

 • How can we facilitate greater flexibility and cooperation between actors to allow technologies to be tested   
  and proven? Is there scope to create a regulatory sandbox model? 

 • What does a culture of innovation look like? Is it about investment, incubation or creative thinking?

   

SESSION CHAIR SPEAKERS

Steve Frenkel
Executive Director

CURRENT 

Dave Johnson
Deputy General Manager

SOUTHERN NEVADA  
WATER AUTHORITY 

Carl Yates
General Manager

HALIFAX WATER 

Christine deBarbadillo
Director of Clean Water  
& Technology

DC WATER 

Kieran Brocklebank
Head of Innovation

UNITED UTILITIES 

WWW.ARCADIS.COM/DIGITALWATERUTILITY
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10:00  Innovation in Action: Success Stories

  

Toronto Stormwater  

Infrastructure Success

David Day
Associate Vice 
President

BLACK & 
VEATCH

Samantha 
Fraser
Manager, Don & 
Central Waterfront 
Unit

CITY OF TORONTO

Award-Winning  

P3 Dam Removal

Rich Svindland
President

CALIFORNIA 
AMERICAN 
WATER

Seth Gentzler
Vice President: 
Hydrology & 
Hydraulics 
Practice Manager

AECOM

Energy Saving/Biosolid Reduction/ 

Odor Control in Wastewater Treatment:  

A Proven Cost-Effective Approach

Derk Maat
CEO

SCICORP 
INTERNATIONAL

Short 
Documentary
CITY OF 
KANSAS

Adopting Innovation  

in Cloud-Based Asset Management

Wayne Gerard
CEO &  
Co-founder

REDEYE

Dave Johnson
Deputy General 
Manager

SOUTHERN 
NEVADA WATER 
AUTHORITY

10:55  Flowing in the Right Direction: Working with Canada’s Trade Commissioner Service

 

Patrick Kiely
Founder & CEO

ISLAND WATER 
TECHNOLOGIES

11:00   Networking Coffee Break

11:30  Are Corporate Venture Arms the Real Disruptors of the Industry? 

  • With M&A activity buoyant in the water sector, what areas of innovation are of most interest to corporate venture  
  arms? What is the split between internal and external sources of innovation and how should we expect to see this 
  evolve moving forward? 

 • What are the critical success factors for collaboration, investment or a merger and acquisition? At what stage   
  of the lifecycle is this likely to happen? 

 • Can private corporates help reduce the time to market? What has been the route to commercialisation for   
  some of the success stories in water-tech? 

 • Are strategic investors and family offices taking the place of traditional VCs? 

  

SESSION CHAIR SPEAKERS

Peter Gallant
President & CEO

WATERTAP

Alain Gadbois
Technology  
Vice-President

VEOLIA CANADA

Phil Rolchigo
CTO

PENTAIR

David Rose
Founder

H2O INSIGHTS

James Adducci
Investment Director

BOENNING & SCATTERGOOD

12:15  Lightning Talk: Long-term Investment Potential – Family Offices vs Sovereign Wealth 

 

  Dave Chen, Chairman of Equilibrium Capital, recently said: 

 “The billionaires with their family offices command on outsized share of attention  
  from impact fund managers. But, the real dollars, as in trillions, are in the huge  
  pension and sovereign wealth funds around the world.” Is this true? What does it  
  mean for water? 

Régine Clément
CEO

CREO SYNDICATE 

12:30  Lightning Talk: Technology Trends and Innovations in Global Water Regulation Management

  With tightening regulations comes demand for greater efficacy around compliance management.  
  Here, Klir CEO David Lynch outlines the direction that regulation in water management will take globally  
  over the next 50 years, and the latest technologies being developed and deployed in anticipation.

 

David Lynch
CEO

KLIR

12:45  Technology Showcase

  Exciting early-to-mid stage water-tech companies present new and disruptive technologies. In the    
  first of two sessions, four entrepreneurs each have seven minutes to pitch their solution and outline    
  their business strategy before taking questions from the ‘Shark’ investor panel and the summit audience.

  

THE START-UPS

Michael Gardner
Founder & CEO

AQAIX

The Aqaix cloud platform revolutionizes water infrastructure financing using data 
and advanced technologies such as AI and blockchain smart contracts. Asset 
investors improve profitability through more deals, derisking, and more efficient 
screening, due diligence, and portfolio monitoring. Originators have faster 
access to more capital. Integrated IoT, financial, and other data gives investors 
full context on opportunities. The platform also enables blended and public/
private finance models and enables Asset-Level ESG (Environmental/Social/
Governance) portfolio analytics on water portfolios. 

Orianna 
Bretschger
CEO

AQUACYCL

Aquacycl provides technology for onsite wastewater treatment plants that can 
eliminate up to 80% of primary sludge, recover energy as direct electricity (no 
methane), and enable onsite water reuse at operational costs that are 50%-
95% lower than incumbent technologies. Aquacycl provides systems through 
competitive equipment leasing and service plans and strives to be the leading 
global provider of bio electrochemical technologies for decentralized industrial, 
agricultural, military and emerging market wastewater treatment applications.

Jill Watz
Corporate 
Development

KMX MEMBRANE 
TECHNOLOGIES

KMX Membrane Technologies offers hollow fiber, membrane distillation (HFMD) 
technology: a unique solution to costly industrial brine management problems. 
KMX’s systems are advantaged over conventional evaporator/crystallizer 
technology with higher recovery rates, more efficient brine saturation, higher 
capacity factors and significantly lower energy requirements. Its HFMD systems 
are modular, scalable and easily configurable for a wide range of waste streams.  
The system is a critical unit operation for achieving high purity water and minimal 
to zero liquid discharge from wastewater treatment systems.

Peter Christou
President

SWIRLTEX

Swirltex’s patented process manipulates the buoyancy of a liquid stream and 
uses a spiral flow pattern through a tubular membrane to treat wastewater. 
Our unique ’filtration as a service’ business model is an affordable option for 
smaller urban environments that cannot afford large capital outlays and creates 
marketable reuse water for customers. Our initial target market is municipal 
lagoons at risk of environmental non-compliance. 

‘SHARK’ PANEL

Eric Willman
Senior Director, Global 
Beverage Processing R&D

PEPSICO

Thomas Dooney
Managing Director

BOSTONIA GROUP

Maarten ter Keurst
Director of Investments

PURETERRA VENTURES
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13:30   Networking Lunch Break

14:30  Rethinking Water Management: From Centralized to Decentralized Systems 

  • Where should we expect to see future growth in decentralized water and wastewater treatment markets? 
  Is there a market outside of developing countries? 

 • Are decentralized systems key to leapfrogging conventional large-scale wastewater infrastructure in  
  remote communities? 

 • What financing mechanisms and business models are most effective when rolling out modular systems and   
  bringing these to scale? 

 • Is it a viable approach for all? What regions and markets are most suitable? What are the pros and cons? 

  

SESSION CHAIR SPEAKERS

Cristina Ahmadpour
President

ISLE UTILITIES 

Paula Kehoe
Director of Water 
Resources

SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC 
UTILITIES COMMISSION 

Sandy Fabritz
Director of Water Strategy

FREEPORT-MCMORAN 

Jamie Witherspoon
Senior Vice President

COLE

Richard Irving
Executive Chair

FLUENCE 

15:15  Roundtable Discussions              Location: Main Auditorium 

  Drill down into specific topics and share your insight and expertize with a small group of   
  delegates hosted by an industry expert. Come prepared for lively discussion and diverse debate!

 

1
Complex and Risky Infrastructure Delivery
What does a successful project delivery model look like? Which 
methods best deliver innovation and effective risk management?

David Day

Associate Vice President, 
Water

BLACK & VEATCH

2
Internal vs External Sources of Innovation
What is the balance and what does the future look like? 

Alain Gadbois

Technology  
Vice-President

VEOLIA CANADA

3
Advanced Metering Infrastructure
How do we balance the risk of customers reducing their water 
use vs the need to generate critical revenue?

Carl Yates

General Manager

HALIFAX WATER

4
Decentralized Systems & the Mining Industry
What are the main challenges in managing hard-to-treat water  
in remote and environmentally sensitive areas areas?

Sandy Fabritz

Director of Water 
Strategy

FREEPORT-MCMORAN

5
Technology Disruption
How can we measure the short and long-term financial impact of 
technology adoption?

Dave Johnson

Deputy General Manager

SOUTHERN NEVADA 
WATER AUTHORITY

6
Repair, Refurb, Replace?
What innovative methods can we use to measure the condition 
of our above and below ground assets, in order to better drive 
our investment policies?

Jeremy Heath

Innovation Manager

SUTTON AND  
EAST SURREY WATER

7
Cyber Security, Climate & Infrastructure
How can cities develop assets that are both climate and cyber-
threat resilient?

Tim van de Staaij

Program Manager

ROTTERDAM CENTRE 
FOR RESILIENT DELTA 
CITIES (RDC)

8
Accelerating Ideas – From the Lab to Market-Ready
How can innovators convert theoretical ideas to proven concepts 
and market-ready products and services? Is co-creation with 
clients a successful tactic? 

Kieran Brocklebank

Head of Innovation

UNITED UTILITIES 

9
Circular Economy Thinking
How might we apply the principles of a circular economy to create a 
paradigm shift in how we provide water and wastewater services?

George Ponton

Head of Research & 
Innovation

SCOTTISH WATER

10
Rethinking Nutrient Recovery
How can utilities maximize their revenue potential?

Rebecca Singer

Manager Resource 
Recovery, Department of 
Natural Resources

KING COUNTY

11
Biosolid Innovation
How did LASAN successfully get its deep well injection 
renewable energy plant off the ground in a sustainable way?  
Is the tech scalable?

Enrique Zaldivar

Director

LA SANITATION 

16:00   Networking Coffee Break

Leading  
with Science®

For the past 15 years ENR 

has ranked Tetra Tech #1 in 

Water. Tetra Tech provides 

innovative, sustainable 

solutions for every phase 

of the water cycle, from 

source water protection 

to wastewater reuse. 

tetratech.com/water   |   

SAY GOODBYE
TO SLUDGE 

AND ODORS.

REVOLUTIONARY
WASTEWATER TECHNOLOGY

Reduce Operating Costs - energy, 
transport and tipping

Eliminate Odors

Improve Your 
Environmental 
Impact

SCICORP INTERNATIONAL CORP.

905-829-1749

www.scicorp.net
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SUMMIT AGENDA
THURSDAY OCTOBER 25, 2018DAY TWO

08:55   Welcome Remarks

  Peter Barden, Conference Producer, RETHINK EVENTS

09:00  Operation Transformation: Harnessing the Digital Revolution 

 • Big data, robotics, artificial intelligence, blockchain - what digital solutions and innovations are utilities  
  looking for? How can we leverage these solutions to optimize operations? 

 • How can we amplify the power of data to optimize energy efficiencies across water networks?  
  Beyond raw data, how must utilities approach the Analytics of Things? 

 • What are the barriers to digitization? Do challenges arise with implementing the technology itself or is it the   
  realignment of resources and operations that goes with it? 

 • How are stakeholders within the supply chain successfully adapting to and transforming their approach to   
  support digital integration across utility networks? 

 • To what extent is digitization changing the relationship between utilities and customers? Are utilities becoming  
  more customer-centric as a result? 

 • What new business models are emerging as a result? 

   

SESSION CHAIR SPEAKERS

Rebekah Eggers
WW Leader – IoT for 
Energy, Environment  
& Utilities

IBM

Torri Martin
Chief of Innovation

CITY OF ATLANTA DWM

Doug Hatler
Vice President

FRACTA

Robert Olofsson
Business Unit Manager: 
SaaS & IoT

HACH

Colby Manwaring
CEO

INNOVYZE

John McCarthy
President of Water  
Business Line

ARCADIS

09:45  Lightning Talk: Threat & Innovation in Industrial Cyber Security and What it Means for Water 

Jean-Francois Gignac
Director: OT Cybersecurity 
(ICS/SCADA)

CLAROTY

16:30  Securing Future Water Supply through Water Reuse and Recycling 

  • How far have we come in the journey to direct and indirect potable reuse? 

 • What are the biggest hurdles to water reuse and recycling? How can we get buy-in from stakeholders? 

 • How can we overcome the yuck factor associated with water reuse? What can we learn from communities and  
  cities that have successfully influenced public perception? 

 • What other innovative methods of producing alternative water supplies are emerging? 

  

SESSION CHAIR SPEAKERS

Julie Minton
Program Director

THE WATER RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION (WERF)

Enrique Zaldivar
Director

LA SANITATION

Bart Weiss
Division Director, Reclaimed 
Water & Discharge Elimination

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY 
PUBLIC UTILITIES 
DEPARTMENT

Brian Biesemeyer
Director

SCOTTSDALE WATER

Gary ReVoir
Vice President

TETRA TECH

17:15  Corporate Water Stewardship and Water Strategy: The Business Case 

  • Is there a need to adopt a more holistic approach towards water management? How can we foster more   
  creative thinking at a watershed level? 

 • Where are we seeing positive examples of wastewater treatment, reuse and recycling? 

 • How are corporates embracing water innovation and governance to ensure that resources are managed   
  sustainably across the value chain? 

 • What areas of innovation are delivering most value to industrial end-users? Is there room for improvement? 

 • How are industrial end-users pricing water stewardship and managing their operations accordingly?  
  Can long-term sustainability goals be quantified? 

   

SESSION CHAIR SPEAKERS

Eric Meliton
Project Manager - 
Water Stewardship 
and Communications & 
Engagement Partners

TORONTO AND REGION 
CONSERVATION 
AUTHORITY (TRCA)

Will Sarni
Founder & CEO

WATER FOUNDRY 

Gil Shearouse
Executive Director

DOUGLASVILLE-DOUGLAS 
COUNTY WATER AND SEWER 
AUTHORITY 

Melissa Meeker
Water Innovation Center 
Development Director

GWINNETT COUNTY 
GOVERNMENT 

18:00  Closing Remarks

18:15  Drinks Reception – All Welcome

Hosted by: 
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10:00  Technology Showcase

  Four more exciting early-to-mid stage water-tech companies take to the stage to present new and  
  disruptive technologies. They each have seven minutes to pitch their solution and outline their business   
  strategy before taking questions from the ‘Shark’ investor panel and the summit audience.

  

THE START-UPS

Julien Lancha
Customer Chief 
Officer & Co-Founder

ADVIZZO

Advizzo is a behavioral science software company that transforms the way 
customers think about their energy and water consumption, and the way 
utility companies connect with their customers. With a significant amount of 
experience from both the utility and software industries, the founders sought 
to combine data science, machine learning and behavioral science to solve the 
water, energy, and cost to serve efficiency issues faced by utility companies.

Steven Frey
Senior Scientist

AQUANTY 

Aquanty is a spin-off company from the University of Waterloo specializing 
in advanced computer simulations of how water and contaminants move 
through the terrestrial environment. Our best-in-class 3D simulation platform, 
HydroGeoSphere, is used to inform decision makers in sectors such as agriculture, 
oil and gas, mining, watershed management and nuclear waste storage.
When deployed in forecasting mode, the platform is used to provide real-time 
probabilistic forecasts of stream flow, soil moisture and groundwater levels. 

Cameron Lippert
CEO

POWERTECH WATER 

PowerTech Water is a cleantech company providing innovative solutions to 
water treatment through an environmentally friendly electrochemical technology 
platform. It currently has three product offerings for the residential, commercial, 
and industrial markets: INCION® I-Series, a capacitive deionization system to 
remove total dissolved solids; INCION® M-Series, a capacitive coagulation system 
to remove dissolved and particulate metals; and INCION® C-Series, an electro-
dechlorination system. The systems operate without the use of membranes, 
chemicals, or consumables providing a significant advantage over the competition. 

Sarp Sekeroglu
Co-Founder

WATER PIGEON 

Water Pigeon founded by Sarp Sekeroglu and Clay Melugin, is transforming 
how water is managed. Water Pigeon delivers high-resolution water usage data 
automatically with a proprietary, optical solution that can be installed in minutes 
and at half of the cost of current solutions. Water Pigeon allows utilities to make 
better decisions through the power of high resolution water usage information. 
Water Pigeon is now deployed at three utilities in Southern California and is 
expanding its market. 

‘SHARK’ PANEL

Eric Willman
Senior Director, Global 
Beverage Processing R&D

PEPSICO

Thomas Dooney
Managing Director

BOSTONIA GROUP

Maarten ter Keurst
Director of Investments

PURETERRA VENTURES 

10:45   Networking Coffee Break

11:15  Asset Management and Reducing Risk in Response to New Realities 

 • With everyday stresses and climate change putting extreme strain on infrastructure and assets, how are utilities   
  rethinking long-term planning and adjusting their operations to account for lower and higher temperatures? 

 • What technologies are needed to help utilities plan, monitor and manage critical infrastructure and assets?   
  How can we de-risk our systems? 

 • How are utilities managing costs and adapting their operations as a result of population growth and fluctuation  
  across regions? How can we better engage and communicate the extent of the problem to customers? 

 • Is the sector resilient enough to predict and respond to potential failures before they arise? 

 • Do we have the investment blocks currently in place to eliminate future risk? Can we calculate the potential   
  cost of crisis to justify investment? 

   

SESSION CHAIR SPEAKERS

Natalia Moudrak
Director – Infrastructure 
Adaptation Program

INTACT CENTRE ON 
CLIMATE ADAPTATION

Chris Browning
Utilities Director

CITY OF OKLAHOMA

Nancy Kodousek
Director of Water Services

REGION OF WATERLOO

Oscar Monroy 
Professor Distinguido

DEPARTAMENTO DE 
BIOTECNOLOGÍA DE LA 
UNIDAD IZTAPALAPA

Jeremy Heath
Innovation Manager

SUTTON AND EAST  
SURREY WATER

12:00  Building the Business Case for Resource Recovery 

 • How can we maximize nutrient and energy recovery in water and wastewater treatment plants? How can   
  technologies help unlock value? 

 • Which current technologies are commercially viable and at what scale? 

 • Who do we need to engage to get large-scale biosolid projects off the ground? 

 • What new opportunities are we seeing in terms of emerging trends and the diversity of nutrients recovered? 

 • What could the water resource recovery facility of the future look like? How can we incentivize utilities to   
  become more innovative in their approach? 

  

SESSION CHAIR SPEAKERS

Jeff Guild
Vice President

BLUETECH 
RESEARCH

Rebecca Singer
Manager Resource 
Recovery, 
Department of 
Natural Resources

KING COUNTY

Eileen O’Neill
Executive 
Director

WATER  
ENVIRONMENT 
FEDERATION

William Toffey
Executive Director

MID-ATLANTIC 
BIOSOLIDS 
ASSOCIATION
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EXHIBITORS

Eramosa recognizes that often data from different areas of your enterprise are handled within their own 
applications. Using Eramosa’s software platform e.RIS, data from different systems can be easily managed, 
analyzed and visualized as a single holistic data set all without copying your data or implementing a complex and 
expensive centralized data warehouse. 
Heron Instruments is committed to designing and manufacturing high quality water monitoring instruments and 
systems. We offer a broad range of water level monitoring instruments to monitor changes in the water table 
level. These include water level meters, oil/water interface meters, data loggers, real time monitoring systems 
and our new borehole camera.
HydroFlow Canada is the solution for limescale, struvite, biofilm, and algae. HydroFlow units will prevent 
limescale, struvite, bacteria, biofilm and algae buildup in the toughest applications. Residential, commercial and 
industrial applications in boilers, cooling towers, water heaters, humidifiers, steam soilers, dewatering centrifuges 
and belt presses and many other applications.
IBI Group is a globally integrated architecture, planning, engineering, and technology firm with over 2,700 
professionals around the world. IBI Group believes that cities must be designed with intelligent systems, 
sustainable buildings, efficient infrastructure, and a human touch. An important part of its business relates to 
water and wastewater in the realm of automation and SCADA systems. This includes optimization methods and 
tools used for significantly reducing operating costs. 
Oxymem solves OPEX intensive wastewater treatment with an innovative ‘Drop in’ solution for wastewater 
treatment - Membrane Aerated Biofilm Reactor (MABR). OxyMem MABR complements existing wastewater 
treatment systems and delivers up to 50% additional capacity without the need to pour any additional concrete. 
Key benefits include: 75% energy saving, 50% less sludge and an ability to add additional capacity to tanks in days. 
Rezatec helps utility companies to better manage pipeline assets’ failure risk and water quality through the 
analysis of satellite data, using its advanced machine learning techniques to identify risk factors and deliver 
actionable insights via an online geospatial portal. 

12:45  Investor Debate: The Next Big Thing in Tech

 • Are there any game-changers on the horizon that could transform the industry as we know it? What areas of   
  innovation offer greatest potential? 

 • How can early-stage companies secure the investment needed to commercialize and achieve significant   
  scale-up? What’s the best route to exit? 

 • If you had one piece of advice to give to start-ups, what would it be? 

 • What predictions can be made on how the water technology landscape will change into 2019 and beyond? 
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13:25  Closing Remarks

13:30   Networking Lunch

The AquaHacking Challenge Final14:30

The five finalist teams of the 2018 AquaHacking Challenge compete for the 

top spot at the exciting conclusion of this competition. Join us for the finals – 

this is included in your summit pass.

14:30  Opening of 2018 AquaHacking: Lake Ontario & Beyond

14:35  Welcoming Remarks and Water Ceremony 
  J’net AyAy Qwa Yak Sheelth, Indigenous Arts Leader

14:45  Opening Remarks 
  Nan-b de Gaspé Beaubien & David Ullrich, Co-chairs of AQUA FORUM

14:50  How to Stop the Drip, Drip, Drip of America’s Tap Water Health Crisis

 Keynote address by Ken Cook, President & Co-Founder,  
 ENVIRONMENTAL WORKING GROUP

15:20  We Are Water

 Keynote address by Jill Heinerth, Explorer-in-residence,  
 THE ROYAL CANADIAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY

15:55  Break & Refreshment

16:15  Opening of the 2018 AquaHacking Challenge Final

16:35  2018 AquaHacking Challenge Finalists’ Final pitches

17:25  Break, Refreshment & Finalists’ Tradeshow

17:45  2018 AquaHacking Award Ceremony

18:15  Cocktail & Celebration

Team Water Issue

E-NUNDATION Water crisis prediction & 
Adaptation

EGC LABS Real time reporting of  
sewage overflow and  
untreated sewage spills

M POWER 
SOFTWARE

Real time reporting of  
sewage overflow and  
untreated sewage spills

SWIM Real time reporting of  
sewage overflow and  
untreated sewage spills

WATERPURIS Tackling endocrine-disrupting 
chemicals

worldwatertechinnovation.com

WORLD WATER-TECH
INNOVATION SUMMIT
London, February 26-27, 2019

Sustainability. 
Scalability. 
Service.

PARTNERS

GeoConnexion

MEDIA AND MARKETING PARTNERS

The 2019 World Water-Tech Innovation 

Summit is where water utilities from all over 

the globe come to find solutions to today’s 

challenges of digitisation, security, energy 

recovery and new water resources. 

Join 250+ water leaders for two days of 

collaboration, dialogue and deal-making. 



JOIN US AGAIN IN

TORONTO

For information on how to get involved, please contact:

Rachel Myall 

Business Development Manager 
+44 1273 789 984 
rachel.myall@rethinkevents.com

worldwatertechnorthamerica.com
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NORTH AMERICA
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Accelerating the Digital Water Evolution

October 22, 2019


